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Business & Personal Finance:  Transportation 

Email Assignment:  Interactive Web Reviews 

On the TRANSPORTATION LINK at our class website 

(FINANCIAL LITERACY link at www.myBusinessEd.com) 

is a set of "Interactive Web Sites & Quizzes" (Line-item #5 at 

the bottom of the page).  These are different types of self-

assessments about cars, driving, and safety. 

Today, please select any 4 of the interactives and complete the assessment -- none of them 

are long and most of them will only take a few minutes.  Then please send me an email using the 

SUBJECT HEADING: 

TRANSPORTATION INTERACTIVES 

All the links are enumerated with Letters (A-P).  Please identify each link you evaluate by letter, 

stating the following with short sentences (please just number your replies as indicated below). 

1.  What is this activity designed to assess? (HINT:  Think about the site's title and whether 

you agree that it is an accurate description).  WHY OR WHY NOT 

2.  In general, how did you do?  I don't need to have your score -- please just indicate if it was 

easy, quick, and if this was an area that you showed high-skills/understanding.  WHY OR 

WHY NOT 

3.  Do you think the results are valid -- does the assessment seem to be realistic and describe 

you or your knowledge?  WHY OR WHY NOT 

4.  How might a person use the results of this assessment to achieve a transportation-related 

goal? 

Not sure what I’m looking for in your replies?  Here is an example of what a reasonable & 

responsible review might look like for one of the four in today’s assignment (2 or 3 short 

sentences for each point is fine): 

LINK C: 

1.  This website checks how much experience and confidence one has with how a 

car works and the parts that may need repair or maintenance over the years.  The 

site does accurately present details on how cars work, so from what I see this 

assessment is accurate. 

2.  I did get most right, but there are a lot of car parts and I knew the ones that I 

have worked on myself or had a shop repair/replace over the years.  I have skills 

there, but not as much experience as some people.   

3.  This assessment looks valid -- the parts I can identify are presented accurately 

and the quiz seems fairly up-to-date and easy to use. 

4.  People that have less experience with car repairs and parts will be able to see 

this by taking this quiz.  Understanding what I already know is the key to being 

ready to ask questions and research future car problems.  I suggest new drivers 

take this assessment before shopping for a new or used car. 
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